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Goal of this lecture
Understanding different conceptions of privacy
(beyond Data Protection legislation)
Understanding how appropriate technologies can support privacy
(beyond trust)
Understanding how we evaluate privacy-preserving systems
(beyond risk)
Understanding the need to protect metadata
(beyond data)

The context: uniqueness of data
users

Physical
(Biometrics)

devices

Behavioral
typing

fingerprints
iris
face

locations

Physical (“Biometrics”)
radio fingerprinting
paper fiber patterns
magnetic behavior

social network

PUFs (Physically Unclonable Functions)

DNA
Logical
IP, MAC addresses, IMSI
Certificates
Software, fonts, ...

The context: Availability of data
Intelligent data-based applications
Road pricing
Health monitoring

Individual applications are legitimate

Children/Elderly trackers
Smart metering
Intelligent buildings
Recommendation systems
Movies (Netflix)
Products (Amazon)
Friends (Social networks)
Music (Spotify, iTunes)
Location based services
Friend finders
Maps
Points of interest

Together they become a cheap
SURVEILLANCE INFRASTRUCTURE

The context: we need a tradeoff security/privacy!!

“Surveillance is good and privacy is bad for national security. A trade–off is needed!

(Surveillance == Security) == True ??
not effective: smart adversaries evade surveillance
criminals use Telegram, Threema, Signal,...
… but we do not!!

risk of abuse: lack of transparency and safeguards

Snowden revelations: NSA spying on Americans, companies, ...
Spanish Interior ministry spying independentist politicians

risk of subversion for crime / terrorism

Greek Vodafone scandal (2006): “someone” used the legal interception functionalities (backdoors) to
monitor 106 key people: Greek PM, ministers, senior military, diplomats, journalists...

Privacy IS a security property

Individuals
freedom from intrusion, profiling and manipulation, protection against crime / identity
theft, flexibility to access and use content and services, control over one’s information
Companies
protection of trade secrets, business strategy, internal operations, access to patents
governments / military
protection of national secrets, confidentiality of law enforcement investigations,
diplomatic activities, political negotiations
ALL - shared infrastructure
telecommunications, operating systems, search engines, on-line shops, software, . . .
denying security to some, means denying it to all

And it is important for society
“Part of what makes a society a good place in which to live is the extent to which it
allows people freedom from the intrusiveness of others. A society without privacy
protection would be suffocation”
Daniel Solove,
Prof. of Law

Not so much Orwell’s “Big Brother” as Kafka’s “The Trial”:
“...a bureaucracy with inscrutable purposes that uses people’s information to make important decisions about them,
yet denies the people the ability to participate in how their information is used”
“The problems captured by the Kafka metaphor are of a different sort than the problems caused by surveillance.
They often do not result in inhibition or chilling. Instead, they are problems of information processing—the
storage, use, or analysis of data—rather than information collection.”
“...not only frustrate the individual by creating a sense of helplessness and powerlessness, but they also affect
social structure by altering the kind of relationships people have with the institutions that
make important decisions about their lives.”

May become
The cheap SURVEILLANCE
INFRASTRUCTURE

ONE RING TO RULE THEM ALL

Takeaways
Digital identities are very powerful
And/But enable cheap “surveillance”

Privacy is of course is about sensitive values
But also needed for safeguard societal and democratic values

Privacy IS a security property
The need for a tradeoff is a fallacy

What is privacy
Abstract and subjective concept, hard to define
Dependent on cultural issues, study discipline, stakeholder, context
Popular definitions:
“Informational self-determination”
Focus on control
“The right to be let alone”
Focus on freedom
from intrusion

“The freedom from
unreasonable constraints
on the construction of
one's own identity”
Focus on autonomy

What is privacy in Privacy Enhancing technologies
3 different flavors depending on ...
the “privacy” concept they embed
their goals
their challenges and limitations

Gürses, Seda, and Claudia Diaz. "Two tales of privacy in online social networks." IEEE Security & Privacy 11.3 (2013): 29-37.
Diaz, Claudia, and Seda Gürses. "Understanding the landscape of privacy technologies." Information Security Summit (2012): 58-63.
Danezis, George, and Seda Gürses. "A critical review of 10 years of privacy technology." Surveillance cultures: a global surveillance society (2010): 1-16.

“Social Privacy”: concerns
Technology brings problems for the user
“My parents discovered I'm gay”
“My boss knows I am looking for other job”
“My friends saw my naked pictures”

Self-presentation
& identity construction
privacy vs publicity tension

Decision making

Cognitive overload
Bounded rationality
Immediate gratification

Who defines the privacy problem: Users

“Social Privacy”: goals
Meet privacy expectations: “Don't surprise the user”
Two main approaches

Support decision making
Privacy controls visible and easy to use
Predict actions to avoid regret
Help users develop appropriate privacy practices

Appropriate defaults: only friends

Easy configuration: automated grouping

Contextual feedback: “how X sees my profile”

Privacy nudges: force to reconsider
Audience, time, sentiment,...

Wang, Yang, Pedro Giovanni Leon, Kevin Scott, Xiaoxuan Chen, Alessandro Acquisti, and Lorrie Faith Cranor. "Privacy nudges for social media: an exploratory
Facebook study." In Proceedings of the 22nd International Conference on World Wide Web, pp. 763-770. ACM, 2013

“Social Privacy”: limitations
Focus on concerns directly related to actions (and implicit?)
Front-end oriented

No info about the server, only privacy towards third parties

Limited by user understanding
As much as policies can do...
Based on average consumer

Based on privacy expectations
What if expectations are null....

Common Industry approach
Make users comfortable

“Institutional Privacy”: concerns
Data collected without users' awareness or informed consent
Data processed for illegitimate purposes
Data security

correctness, integrity, deletion
Information not becoming public
Safety (crime protection, stalking,...)

Who defines the privacy problem: Legislation
General Data Protection Regulation

“Institutional Privacy”: goals
Ensure compliance with data protection principles:
informed consent
purpose limitation
data minimization
subject access rights

Appropriate defaults: towards organization!

Easy configuration: policy negotiation with
organization

Data security

Access control: limit and log who accesses what

Prevent (or mitigate) data breaches
“Private” data publishing: anonymization

Auditability and accountability

“Institutional Privacy”: limitations
Assumes:

collection and processing by organizations is necessary
organizations are (semi)-trusted and honest
Reliance on punishment
No technical protection of the data

Focuses on limiting misuse, not collection

Easy to circumvent minimization to collect in bulk
Auditing may require more data!
The danger of informed consent: if compliant is ok!

Limited

Scope (personal data != all data)
transparency (proprietary sw and algorithms)

Common Industry approach
Make users comfortable
+ Legal compliance!!

“Anti-surveillance Privacy”: concerns
Data disclosure by default through ICT infrastructure
Threat model anybody that may see the data
ISP
Service provider
Government

Concerned about

Surveillance
Censorship
Other democratic values:
Freedom speech
Freedom association
Democracy itself!

Who defines the privacy problem: Security Experts

“Anti-surveillance Privacy”: goals
Prevent/minimize default disclosure of personal information anyone:

Only information explicitly disclosed is made available to intended recipients
(confidentiality)
Both user-generated and implicit!

Circumvent censorship

Minimize the need to trust others

Distribute trust by avoiding single points of failure

End-to-End encryption: PGP, OTR
Anonymous comms: Tor
Obfuscation:

- dummy actions
- hiding
- generalization

Advanced crypto:
- Private information retrieval
- Anonymous authentication
- Multiparty computation
- Blind signatures
- Cryptographic commitments

“Anti-surveillance Privacy”: limitations
Making secure private designs is hard
“Narrow” tools
Difficult to combine

Usability problems

For developers:
how the @$%&#$Ŷ& do I program this?
performance
For users:
Unintuitive

Incentives are low

For providers: they lose the data!
For governments: national security, fraud detection, surveillance & control

Takeaways
Privacy can be understood in many ways
Who sets the problem?
Who is the adversary?

Takeaways
Privacy can be understood in many ways
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Anti surveillance PETs
What are they? What do they do?

Anti-surveillance PETs
Cryptography → Confidentiality!
Traditional: computer security context
Privacy a bit different than traditional confidentiality.

What makes Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETs) different:

- Threat model: weak actors, powerful adversaries.
- Susceptibility to compulsion.
- Cannot assume the existence of Trusted Third Parties (TTP):
- Also worry about Cost, Collusion, Corruption, Carelessness.

Anti-surveillance PETs – design principles
Weak
actors

Compulsion
susceptibility

NO
TTP

Collusion
Corruption
Carelessness

End user devices

Distribute semi
trusted parties
Keep only
short secrets

Cryptography
Correctness
Confidentiality

+
Enable choice
of whom
to trust

COST!

“Anti-surveillance PETs” technical goals
privacy properties: Pseudonimity
-Pfitzmann-Hansen: “the use of pseudonyms as IDs [...] A digital pseudonym is a
bit string which is unique as ID and which can be used to authenticate the holder”
-ISO 15408: “a user may use a resource or service without disclosing its identity,
but can still be accountable for that use.”

Identity

Pseudonymity

Anonymity

Pfitzmann, Andreas and Hansen, Marit. A terminology for talking about privacy by data minimization:
Anonymity, Unlinkability, Undetectability, Unobservability, Pseudonymity, and Identity Management. 2010.

“Anti-surveillance PETs” technical goals
privacy properties: Anonymity
-Pfitzmann-Hansen: “Anonymity is the state of being not identifiable within a set
of subjects, the anonymity set [...] The anonymity set is the set of all possible
subjects who might cause an action”
-ISO 29100: “a characteristic of information that does not permit a personally
identifiable information principal to be identified directly or indirectly”
Who is...

...the reader of a web page, the person accessing a service
...the sender of an email, the writer of a text
...the person to whom an entry in a database relates
...the person present in a physical location

decoupling identity
and action!

“Anti-surveillance PETs” technical goals
privacy properties: Anonymity
“Wouldn't it be nice if... you could take a dataset full of
private data, and transform it into one with no private
data – while keeping all the value of the data?”
(by decoupling data from identities)

“Anti-surveillance PETs” technical goals
privacy properties: Anonymity
“Wouldn't it be nice if... you could take a dataset full of
private data, and transform it into one with no private
data – while keeping all the value of the data?”
Magical thinking!
this cannot happen in general!
There are gzillion techiques for at data anonymization
Remove identifiers (removing, hashing, encrypting)
Add noise (values, graph)
Generalise (k-anonymity, cloaking, ...)

Do they
work?

“Anti-surveillance PETs” technical goals
privacy properties: Anonymity
1) is it still possible to single out an individual
“the median size of the individual's
anonymity set in the U.S. working
population is 1, 21 and 34,980,
for locations known at the
granularity of a census block,
census track and county respectively”

location

web browser

“if the location of an individual is specified
hourly, and with a spatial resolution
equal
to that given by the carrier’s antennas,
four spatio-temporal points are enough
to uniquely identify 95% of the
individuals.” [15 montsh, 1.5M people]

“It was found that 87% (216 million of 248
million) of the population in the United
States had reported characteristics that
likely made them unique based only on
{5-digit ZIP, gender, date of birth}”

“Anti-surveillance PETs” technical goals
privacy properties: Anonymity
2) Link two records within a dataset (or datasets)
take two graphs representing social
networks and map the nodes to each
other based on the graph structure
alone—no usernames, no nothing
Netflix Prize, Kaggle contest

social graphs

Authorship attribution also works
across domains!!

Technique to automate graph deanonymization based on machine learning.
Does not need to know the algorithm!

Link messages from same person
with different pseudonyms

stylometry

“Anti-surveillance PETs” technical goals
privacy properties: Anonymity
3) infer information about an individual
“Based on GPS tracks from, we identify
the latitude and longitude of their homes.
From these locations, we used a free Web
service to do a reverse “white pages”
lookup, which takes a latitude and
longitude coordinate as input and gives
an address and name. [172 individuals]”

“We investigate the subtle cues to user
identity that may be exploited in attacks
on the privacy of users in web search
query logs. We study the application of
simple classifiers to map a sequence of
queries into the gender, age, and location
of the user issuing the queries.”

“Anti-surveillance PETs” technical goals
privacy properties: Anonymity
Magical thinking!
this cannot happen in general!

Data anonymization is a weak privacy mechanism
Only to be used when other protections are also applied.
(contractual, organizational)
Impossible to sanitise without severely damaging usefulness
Removing PII is not enough! - Any aspect could lead to re-identification

Risk of de-anonymization? Probabilistic Analysis
Pr[identity → action | observation ]

What do we want the data for...? Statistics!
“Wouldn't it be nice if I could send complex queries to a database to
extract statistics, and it returned results that are informative, but
leak very little information about any individual?”
Query-based privacy
Differential Privacy!
Why is that possible (while anonymization was impossible):
The final result depends on multiple personal records
However it does not depend much on any particular one (sensitivity)
Therefore adding a little bit of noise to the result, suffices to hide any record
contribution
For full anonymization.... one would need to add a lot of noise to all the entries

Different architecture to provide robust privacy!
a TTP holds the data!
Actually after some uses... utility drops
Better suited for one-time use → Data collection!

“Anti-surveillance PETs” technical goals
privacy properties: Unlinkability
-Pfitzmann-Hansen: “two or more items within a system, are no more and no less
related than they are related concerning the a-priori knowledge”
– ISO15408: “ a user may make multiple uses of resources or services without
others being able to link these uses together ”

Two...

... anonymous letters written by the same person
... web page visits by the same user
… entries in a databases related to the same person
… two people related by a friendship link
… same person spotted in two locations

Probabilistic Analysis - Pr[item A ←→ item B | observation]

“Anti-surveillance PETs” technical goals
privacy properties: Unobservability
-Pfitzmann-Hansen: “an items of interest being indistinguishable from any item
of interest at all […] Sender unobservability then means that it is not noticeable
whether any sender within the unobservability set sends.”
– ISO15408: “a user may use a resource or service without others, especially third
parties, without being able to observe that the resource or service is being used.”

Hiding...

...whether someone is accessing a web page
...whether an entry in a database corresponds to a real person
...whether someone or no one is in a given location

Probabilistic Analysis – Pr[real | fake, observation]
“Dummy” actions

“Anti-surveillance PETs” technical goals
privacy properties: Plausible Deniability
-Not possible to prove user knows, has done or has said something
– Resistance to coercion:•
- Not possible to prove that a person has hidden information in a computer
- Not possible to know that someone has the combination of a safe

Not possible to prove ...

... that a person has hidden information in a computer
... that someone has the combination of a safe
… that a person has been in a place at a certain point in time
… that a database record belongs to a person

Probabilistic Analysis – Pr[fake | real, observation]

Privacy evaluation is a Probabilistic analysis
systematic reasoning to evaluate a mechanism
Anonymity - Pr[identity → action | observation ]
Unlinkability - Pr[action A ↔ action B | observation ]
Obfuscation - Pr[real action | observed noisy action ]
1) Model the privacy-preserving
mechanism as a probabilistic
transformation
If it is not probabilistic, it is not secure
2) Determine what the adversary will see
3) “Invert” the mechanism as the adversary would do
the adversary knows!!!
4) Compute probability after “inversion”
5) Measure... mean error, entropy (any Flavour), Diff. Privacy

“Inversion”? what do you mean?
1) Analytical mechanism inversion
Given the description of the system, develop the mathematical
expressions that effectively invert the system:
Pr[obs | real data, PET] → Pr[Real data | obs, PET]

Not always possible – May require aprox. or sampling
2) Machine learning (data driven)
Train a classifier to break the mechanisms!
Only possible if enough data (though data can be created)
Must take Inversion into account!! Systematic design!!!

Takeaways
Privacy can be formalized in different ways
Implement different protections

Anonymization is hard

Weak protection! Use carefully

Privacy is a probabilistic concept

Examples of
Privacy Enhancing Technologies

“Anti-surveillance Privacy”: goals
Prevent/minimize default disclosure of personal information anyone:

Only information explicitly disclosed is made available to intended recipients
(confidentiality)
Both user-generated and implicit!

Circumvent censorship

Minimize the need to trust others

Distribute trust by avoiding single points of failure

End-to-End encryption: PGP, OTR
Anonymous comms: Tor
Obfuscation:

- dummy actions
- hiding
- generalization

Advanced crypto:
- Private information retrieval
- Anonymous authentication
- Multiparty computation
- Blind signatures
- Cryptographic commitments

The adversary is anyone and VERY powerful
Intelligence
agencies

Your Parents
Your Children

Dear Dr. Bob,
Can we change my
chemo appointment?
A.

SysAdmin
s
The Boss

Anybody
curious

ISPs

Alice

Bob
A Network

End to End Encryption
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Cryptography → Confidentiality!
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What is an end?
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End to End Encryption
What is an end?
(ePrivacy Regulation→?)

Alice

Bob
A Network

Cryptography → Confidentiality!

How to know which end is considered?

Perfect Forward Secrecy
Cryptography → Confidentiality!

Compulsion
susceptibility

But what if someone forces you to disclose the key?
PERFECT FORWARD SECRECY (PFS)

1) Start with keys that allow Alice to authenticate Bob.
- Public key encryption
2) Alice and Bob create fresh public keys and exchange them
3) They establish fresh shared keys, and talk secretly
- Diffie Hellman
4) Once done, they delete the shared keys.

Perfect Forward Secrecy
one-time use keys: EPHEMERAL KEYS
after a conversation is over
no-one can decrypt what was said!!!

design
principles

End user devices

Keep only
short secrets

- Off-the-record (OTR)

Secure
communications

- Signal

Cryptography
Correctness
Confidentiality

But we can encrypt! What is the problem?

%Q}!$#!{}{¨@%%:@}
@$@@¨}{}{@@}{}@{@
{@}@#$¨}{%@$%@@#
@${P%@@}}}~ <>}@!@

Alice

Bob
A Network

SSL/TLS

But we can encrypt! What is the problem?

%Q}!$#!{}{¨@%%:@}
@$@@¨}{}{@@}{}@{@
{@}@#$¨}{%@$%@@#
@${P%@@}}}~ <>}@!@
Destination
IP web
Dr. Bob Oncologist

Alice

Bob
A Network

Ethernet
(IEEE 802.3, 1997)

Same for IP, TCP, SMTP, IRC,
HTTP, ...

OMG!! Meta Data is also sensitive!!
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Destination
IP web
Dr. Bob Oncologist

Alice

Bob
A Network

Ethernet
(IEEE 802.3, 1997)

Same for IP, TCP, SMTP, IRC,
HTTP, ...

OMG!! Meta Data is also sensitive!!

Oncologyst hat

0x37FD00
…
0x39FD10

0x54E100
…
0x61AB10
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Cold
Alice

Cancer

Address
Dr. Bob Oncologyst

Alice

Bob

Traffic analysis: meta data analysis
Wikipedia: traffic analysis is the process of intercepting and examining messages in order to deduce information from
patterns in communication
Making use of “just” traffic data of a communication (aka metadata) to extract information
(as opposed to analyzing content or perform cryptanalysis)

Identities of
communicating parties

Timing, frequency,
duration

Military Roots
- M. Herman: “These non-textual techniques
can establish targets' locations, order-ofbattle and movement. Even when messages
are not being deciphered, traffic analysis of
the target's Command, Control,
Communications and intelligence system and
its patterns of behavior provides indications of
his intentions and states of mind”
- WWI: British troops finding German boats.
- WWII: assessing size of German Air Force,
fingerprinting of transmitters or operators
(localization of troops).

Location

Volume

Device

Nowadays
- Diffie&Landau: ”Traffic analysis, not
cryptanalysis, is the backbone of
communications intelligence”
- Stewart Baker (NSA): “metadata absolutely
tells you everything about somebody’s life.
If you have enough metadata, you don’t really
need content.”
- Tempora, MUSCULAR → XkeyScore, PRISM
- Also “good” uses: recommendations,
location-based services,

Herman, Michael. Intelligence power in peace and war. Cambridge University Press, 1996.
Diffie, Whitfield, and Susan Landau. Privacy on the line: The politics of wiretapping and encryption. MIT press, 2010.
http://www.theguardian.com/world/interactive/2013/nov/01/snowden-nsa-files-surveillance-revelations-decoded

Protecting the communication layer
Anonymous communications


General applications

Freedom of speech

Profiling / price discrimination

Spam avoidance

Investigation / market research

Censorship resistance




Specialized applications

Electronic voting

Auctions / bidding / stock market

Incident reporting

Witness protection / whistle blowing

Showing anonymous credentials!

https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2013/10/online-anonymity-not-only-trolls-and-political-dissidentshttp://geekfeminism.wikia.com/wiki/Who_is_harmed_by_a_%22Real_Names%22_policy%3F

The solution: anonymous communications
IDs
Timing
Volume
Length
...




Senders
Anonymous
communication
system





Bitwise unlinkability

Crypto to make inputs and outputs bit patterns different
(re)packetizing + (re)schedule

Destroy patterns (traffic analysis resistance)

Receivers

The solution: anonymous communications
IDs
Timing
Volume
Length
...




Receivers

Senders





End user
devices

Bitwise unlinkability

Crypto to make inputs and outputs bit patterns different
(re)packetizing + (re)schedule + (re)routing,

Destroy patterns (traffic analysis resistance)

Load balancing

Distribute trust

Distribute semi
trusted parties

Enable choice
of whom
to trust

Cryptography
Correctness
Confidentiality

Keep only
short secrets

Anonymous communications out there
LOW LATENCY

HIGH LATENCY
MIXMASTER / MIXMINION
MIX

Web browsing, Instant Messaging, streaming

MIX

MIX

Email, Voting

Anonymous communications out there
HIGH LATENCY

LOW LATENCY

MIXMASTER / MIXMINION
MIX

Web browsing, Instant Messaging, streaming
STREAM-based:

fixed

MIX

MIX

Email, Voting

Anonymous communications out there
HIGH LATENCY

LOW LATENCY

MIXMASTER / MIXMINION
MIX

Web browsing, Instant Messaging, streaming
STREAM-based:

fixed

MIX

MIX

Email, Voting
MSG-based:

change

One message = one route
(slower)

Anonymous communications out there
LOW LATENCY

HIGH LATENCY
MIXMASTER / MIXMINION
MIX

Bob is visiting
CNN

Cannot resist Global Adversary
(assumes adversary cannot see
both edges)
Web browsing, Instant Messaging, streaming

MIX

MIX

Who exactly is
Bob talking to?

Global Adversary resistance at
the cost of latency
(and long term patterns
revealed)
Email, Voting

More (academic but getting there): DC-Nets, Loopix

Anonymous communications vs. VPN
Weak
actors

End user
devices

Compulsion
susceptibility

NO
TTP

Distribute semi
trusted parties
Enable choice
of whom
to trust

https://www.privacyend.com/difference-between-tor-and-vpn/

Anonymous communications at network layer
what about the application layer?

me@cnn.com

me@cnn.com
logged in

Anonymous communications at network layer
what about the application layer?

me@cnn.com
logged in

me@cnn.com

Signature

Name
ID#
Address
DoB
…

Anonymous communications at network layer
what about the application layer?

I have a
credential
signed by the
government
saying age >18

Cannot

Identify Alice (if her name is not provided)
Learn anything beyond the info she gives (and what can be inferred)
Distinguish two users with the same attributes
Link multiple uses of the same credentials

Anonymous credentials / Attribute-based credentials

Attribute based credentials

Age >18

Attribute based credentials

Age >18

Attribute based credentials

Age >18

Completeness: if the statement is true, the verifier will be convinced
Zero-knowledge: if the statement is true no cheating verifier learns
anything other than this fact
Soundness: no cheating prover can convince the honest verifier
Unlinkability: two requests cannot be liked to the same user

Holds even if verifier and prover collide

PKI vs. Attribute based credentials

Signed by a trusted issuer
Certification of attributes
Authentication (secret key)
Double-signing detection

Signed by a trusted issuer
Certification of attributes
Authentication (secret key)
Double-signing detection

No data minimization
Users are identifiable
Users can be tracked
(Signature linkable to other contexts
where PK is used)

Data minimization
Users are anonymous
Users are unlinkable across contexts

Zero Knowledge Proofs
“A zero knowledge proof is a protocol between two parties, a prover and a verifier,
where the prover, who makes some claim, can convince the verifier that their claim is
valid, whilst revealing nothing more than the validity of their claim.”

The finding Waldo example
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Zero Knowledge Proofs
“A zero knowledge proof is a protocol between two parties, a prover and a verifier,
where the prover, who makes some claim, can convince the verifier that their claim is
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The finding Waldo example

Cryptographic commitments
“a cryptographic primitive that allows one to commit to a chosen value (or
chosen statement) while keeping it hidden to others, with the ability to
reveal the committed value later”
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Cryptographic commitments
“a cryptographic primitive that allows one to commit to a chosen value (or
chosen statement) while keeping it hidden to others, with the ability to
reveal the committed value later”

Hiding – given a commitment, no information
about the value can be gained
Binding – once committed, the content
cannot be changed

Homomorphic Cryptographic commitments
“a cryptographic primitive that allows one to commit to a chosen value (or
chosen statement) while keeping it hidden to others, with the ability to
reveal the committed value later”

Private Information Retrieval
“is a protocol that allows a user to retrieve an item from a server in
possession of a database without revealing which item is retrieved.”

0x37FD00
…
0x39FD10
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Simulates accessing FULL database

(Homomorphic properties!)

Many more…
Private set intersection

a client and a server jointly compute the intersection of their private input sets in a
manner that at the end the client learns the intersection and the server learns nothing (oneway PSI) or both learn the intersection (mutual PSI) -- private search

Blind Signatures

a server signs a message produced by a client without learning the content of the
message -- eCash

Multiparty computation

parties to jointly compute a function over their inputs while keeping those inputs
private –- compute total computations (statistics)

We defined privacy goals
We defined technical properties embodied in PETs
We know some PETs
How do we build privacy-preserving systems?

Engineering Privacy by Design 1.0
Two case studies:

anonymous e-petitions: no identity attached to petitions

privacy-preserving road tolling: no fine grained data sent to
server
The Key is “data minimization”

but, it’s not “data” that is minimized (in the system as a whole)

kept in user devices

sent encrypted to a server (only client has the key)

distributed over multiple servers: only the user, or colluding
servers, can recover the data

“data minimization” is a BAD metaphore
Seda Gurses, Carmela Troncoso, Claudia Diaz. Engineering Privacy by Design.Computers, Privacy & Data Protection. 2011

Overarching
goal

Unpacking “Data Minimization”:
Privacy by Design Strategies
Minimizing privacy risks and
trust assumptions placed on other entities
Institutional
Privacy
(data protection)

Social
Privacy

Other users
Third parties

+

semi-trusted
service provider

Anti-surveillance
Privacy
(PETS)

EVERYONE

The Adversary
Seda Gurses, Carmela Troncoso, Claudia Diaz. Engineering Privacy by Design Reloaded. Amsterdam Privacy Conference. 2015
Seda Gurses and Claudia Diaz. "Two tales of privacy in online social networks." IEEE Security & Privacy Magazine. 2013

strategies

Overarching
goal

Unpacking “Data Minimization”:
Privacy by Design Strategies
Minimizing privacy risks and
trust assumptions placed on other entities

Minimize
Collection

Minimize
Disclosure

Minimize
Linkability

Minimize
Centralization

Minimize
Replication

Minimize
Retention

Great! but... how do we use these strategies?

We make explicit the activities and reasoning in privacy engineering design process

CNIL-Inria Prize on Privacy protection 2017
Seda Gurses, Carmela Troncoso, Claudia Diaz. Engineering Privacy by Design Reloaded. Amsterdam Privacy Conference. 2015

Case study: Electronic Toll Pricing
Motivation: European Electronic Toll Service (EETS)

Toll collection on European Roads trough On Board Equipment
Two approaches: Satellite Technology / DSRC

Starting assumptions
1) Well defined functionality
Charge depending on driving
2) Security, privacy & service integrity requirements
Users location should be private
No cheating clients
3) Initial reference system
GPS

Service
provide
r

Toll
Authority

GSM

Commission Decision of 6 October 2009 on the definition of the European Electronic Toll Service and its technical elements
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32009D0750

Case study: Electronic Toll Pricing
Service domain

Location data
Billing
data

GPS

Toll
Authority

Service
provider

GSM

Payment data
Location data

Location data

User domain

Personal & Billing data

Activity 1: Classify Entities in domains

User domain: components under the control of the user, eg, user devices
Service domain: components outside the control of the user, eg, backend system at provider

Activity 2: Identify necessary data for providing the service
Location data – compute bill
Billing data – charge user
Personal data – send bill
Payment data – perform payment
Activity 3: Distribute data in architecture
User generated
data

User
domain

User
domain
output

Service
domain
input

Service
domain

Service
domain
output

Case study: Electronic Toll Pricing
Service domain

Location data
Billing
data

GPS

Service
provide
r

GSM

Toll
Authority

Payment data

Location data

User domain

Location is not needed,
only the amount to bill!
Service integrity?

Personal & Billing data

Activity 4: Select technological solutions following →
not sending the data (local computations)
encrypting the data
advanced privacy-preserving protocols
obfuscate the data
anonymize the data

Minimizing privacy risks and
trust assumptions placed on other entities

Minimize
Collection

Minimize
Disclosure

Minimize
Linkability

Minimize
Centralization

Minimize
Replication

Minimize
Retention

J. Balasch, A. Rial, C. Troncoso, B. Preneel, I. Verbauwhede, C. Geuens. PrETP “Privacy-Preserving Electronic Toll Pricing” USENIX Security Symposium 2010
C. Troncoso, G. Danezis, E. Kosta, J. Balasch, B. Preneel. "PriPAYD. Privacy-Friendly Pay-As-You-Drive Insurance" IEEE TDSC 2011
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J. Balasch, A. Rial, C. Troncoso, B. Preneel, I. Verbauwhede, C. Geuens. PrETP “Privacy-Preserving Electronic Toll Pricing” USENIX Security Symposium 2010
C. Troncoso, G. Danezis, E. Kosta, J. Balasch, B. Preneel. "PriPAYD. Privacy-Friendly Pay-As-You-Drive Insurance" IEEE TDSC 2011

A change in our way of thinking....
The Usual approach
I want all data
Data protection compliance
Data I can collect

Maintain service integrity

Data needed for the purpose
Data I will finally collect

Takeaways

Who is the adversary matters for designing
Embed privacy in designs
requires “different” thinking
6 Strategies to help design process
Ultimate goal reduce trust / risk

Goal of this lecture
Understanding different conceptions of privacy
(beyond Data Protection legislation)
Understanding how appropriate technologies can support privacy
(beyond trust)
Understanding how we evaluate privacy-preserving systems
(beyond risk)
Understanding the need to protect metadata
(beyond data)

